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The "Dog Training" of Drivers Continues. It's COVERT Warfare
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By Kevin Dunn. Written and Posted on November 17, 2017.

Evidence Room

I just finished watching another video where the Detroit Police Dept and the local New World

**********

Order propaganda machine, better known as the TV "news" media, have teamed up to "Dog

Articles

Train" drivers about how to behave when being stopped by the police.

Prepare Now

It happened in Phoenix, AZ. (6th largest US city)

****

It happened in Los Angeles, CA. (2nd largest US city)

50 Years After 'The
Lie' Of Apollo 11

Now it's happened in Detroit, MI. (21st largest US city)
Where else is it happening?

****
Billy Graham died on
February 21, 2018. Did
he deceive you?

Comply don't die when confronted by police during a traffic stop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSOd04F2ltw
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http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/comply-dont-die-whenconfronted-by-police-during-a-traffic-stopmp4-108569
Published on Nov 15, 2017
"In recent years across the country we've seen a rise in tension between some communities
and the police. Whether traffic stops or on the street encounters with men and women in
blue have become violent at times. We're taking a look at why it's important for you and your
children to know the law and know how to comply so you don't die."

This MUST be a New World Order controlled PSYOP program. Three major TV "News"
stations, in three major US cities, are promoting the same message that drivers are required
to behave in a certain way or face the consequences at the hands of INTENTIONALLY
POORLY TRAINED THUGS, who happen to be wearing police uniforms. This is NO
accident. This is COVERT WARFARE by the New World Order. The police DON"T serve the
American People. They SERVE AND PROTECT the New World Order.
Psychological Operations (United States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychological_Operations_(United_States)
"Psychological operations (PSYOP) are planned operations to convey selected information
and indicators to audiences to influence their emotions, motives, and objective
reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of governments, organizations, groups, and
individuals.
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A New World Order
Hoax called "Thrive"

The purpose of United States psychological operations is to induce or reinforce
behavior favorable to U.S. objectives."

****
Have YOU Been
Properly Dramatized?

I'm going to change this "to U.S. objectives" to this "New World Order objectives".

****
"Queen for a Day,
Drama Queen That Is"
****
Alex Jones Talks about
"Spirituality"
****
Who OWNS You?

In other words.............. BRAINWASHING the American People and the POLICE is
happening everywhere I look. I am not kidding about that. I see CONSPIRACIES all around
me and I write articles about just a VERY few of them. If I wrote an article about every
conspiracy that I see, I would never stop writing. I see MANY FAKE shootings, that get a
great deal of "News" media attention, that I don't write about. I see MANY deceptive "news"
segments that I don't write about. A good "rule of thumb" is this. If the TV "News" is
constantly promoting something, it's very likely a LIE. Have you seen them constantly
promoting any "shootings" recently? I have and I don't believe their stories.

****
We Pause for a
Commercial Break

As I have repeatedly shown in my articles, The USA government is the 2nd beast of
Revelation 13 and it is creating a ONE World Military and a ONE World Police Force right

****

now WITH China and Russia. The USA government is THE FORCE that will dominate the

Banned Again for "No
Reason was Specified"

ENTIRE world for the coming anti-christ and EVERY leader of EVERY country is a willing

****
The Power of Doing
Nothing

CO-CONSPIRATOR in this ONE World Government that is almost here.
Watch this video and THINK.
Why does the US have 800 military bases around the world?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gU8rQWh_qtc
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/why-does-the-us-have-800military-bases-around-the-worldmp4-108572

Published on May 18, 2015
"The US has about 800 military bases in other countries, according to David Vine in his
forthcoming book Base Nation. And it costs a lot of money to keep them open. Why are they
there in the first place?"

Who Loves Ya, Baby?
****

The creator of that video doesn't seem to know that USA President FDR, Churchill, Hitler,

When Will the 'Aliens'
Start Landing?

Stalin, Mao were CO-CONSPIRATORS who were working together as they deceived the

****
If You Are NOT a
Christian, You have
NO Rights
****
Separating the Stuff
from "The Stuff"

world and MURDERED millions of people to further this ONE World Government agenda
during World War II and the FAKE "cold war". YES........... the "cold war" was FAKE. I have
shown you these things in other articles.
Today we have North Korea PRETENDING to be a threat to the world. It's ALL FAKE. It's
ALL contrived so that a ONE World Government can be created while the USA government
TERRORIZES the American People and the world.
Yes, innocent people around the world are being MURDERED and cities and countries are
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being destroyed, BUT the USA government also ATTACKED the American People when

"Arrogant NYPD
Spokesmen"

detonated pre-positioned explosives throughout EVERY collapsed building on September

they bombed OK City in 1995 and when they flew planes into the Twin Towers and
11, 2001.
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****
"Kiss Your Illusions
Goodbye"

The New World Order has NO allegiance to ANY country.
EVERY government is my enemy. NONE of them are trustworthy.

Watch another video saying the same thing.
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US military footprint covers 75% of countries on Earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6USaW5hZtqQ
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/revealed-us-military-footprintcovers-75-of-countries-on-earthmp4-108573
Published on Oct 16, 2014
"The United States military is sending hundreds more troops to join the 4-thousand already
in West Africa, helping tackle the Ebola crisis. Speaking on Wednesday, the chief-of-staff
for the first time revealed the full extent of America's global military presence - saying
it has troops stationed in 150 countries - that's three quarters of all states. Gayane
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Chichakyan reports."

Do you understand that?

The USA government IS the 2nd beast of Revelation 13.
Revelation 13:11 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.
Revelation 13:12 And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and
causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose
deadly wound was healed.

****
Thug Sheriff and His
Gang Just Threatened
All of Us

The USA government "causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first
beast".

****
California is "Dog
Training" Drivers Too
****
Confusing and
Conflicting Police
Actions

"Causeth" = FORCE, ladies and gentlemen. FORCE!!! The 2nd beast will FORCE the
ENTIRE world to worship the first beast (Vatican) and THE anti-christ (the DEAD Pope
John Paul II). I explain this in the article Desperation is in the Air. Can You Feel It?
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbye.com/articles-33/desperation-is-in-the-air-can-you-feel-it10595
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I apologize for taking the scenic route, but EVERYTHING that I see happening in the world

"Hate Crimes"? "Blue
Lives Matter"?
Seriously???

is connected. I want to make sure that you understand that these events are NOT isolated
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****
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Drivers Continues. It's
COVERT Warfare
****

events. They are NOT isolated. They are ALL part of the plan and the EXTREMELY
BRAINWASHED COPS can't figure it out. Their REAL job is to protect the American People,
but instead they are DESTROYING America. Their DIRTBAG police chiefs and sheriffs have
INTENTIONALLY TRAINED them to be THUGS for this very purpose.
So let's go back to the video with the Detroit police.
"Comply don't die" is displayed across the bottom of the screen of this "news" segment.
That very title makes me extremely angry. We are being BOLDLY COMMANDED by that
title to OBEY. OBEY the New World Order's SOLDIERS, who are masquerading in police
uniforms, while FORGETTING that the police ARE sworn Peace Officers. It was the New
World Order who started calling Peace Officers "Law EnFORCEment Officers"
Think about that. When you give people a title, they tend to believe it.
When you call people PEACE Officers, they are more likely to be peaceful.
When you call people Law EnFORCEment Officers, should we be surprised that they use
FORCE in situations where PEACE would better accomplish the job?
This is COVERT warfare against the American People by the DIRTBAG police chiefs and
sheriffs who are INTENTIONALLY creating hostility and violence in America. Train people to
be THUGS in police uniforms and they will act like THUGS in police uniforms.
This TV "News" segment is a PSYOP. It's ALL about TRAINING us to submit to the
THUGS instead of having WELL TRAINED PEACE OFFICERS who SERVE the community.
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At the 0:26 mark, we have the female reporter telling us that according to the Fraternal
Order of Police, there are 2 "VERY dangerous situations" for a police officer to be in.
1. To answer a domestic violence complaint
2. A traffic stop
She says "They're cautious. They're on HIGH alert. And so are you" as she points a finger at
the camera for dramatic effect.
Then we are shown a video of 2 cops dragging a man from his car and pummelling him with
fists as one of the cops had his arm around the man's neck. That cop ends up going to JAIL
for his brutality, so why are we being shown that event? Are we being warned that there are
CRAZY / VIOLENT cops who will attack us if we don't behave in a manner that pleases the
officer? "Comply don't die"? Are we being shown that event as a threat?
At the 1:48 mark, we have a 33 year Detroit PD veteran detective telling us "every officer,
when he approaches a car, he or she is nervous". The female reporter tells us that this
detective is going to schools and churches and community groups "to teach the do's and

Here is an Example of
How Brainwashing
Works

don'ts on how to interact with police".

The Anatomy of a BAD
Police Shooting in
Tempe, Arizona

when he approaches a car, he or she is nervous". I spent 22 years stopping vehicles by

I'll translate that for you. This detective is greatly exaggerating when he says "every officer,
myself, day and night, sometimes in populated areas and sometimes 50 miles away from
the nearest police officer and rarely would I feel "nervous". There is a BIG difference
between being ever mindful of the potential conflict with drivers / occupants and being
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"nervous". There have been times when I felt fear, but that is part of the job of being a police
officer. If a person can't perform well while feeling fear, should that person even be a police
officer? NO!!! Absolutely not!!! But the SCUM police chiefs and sheriffs are
INTENTIONALLY hiring UNQUALIFIED people to be cops and THEY are shooting
UNARMED "suspects" because they CAN'T handle their fear.
The police detective is spreading the New World Order message far and wide so everyone
gets exactly the same message on how to submit to their EMPLOYEES in police uniforms.
It's VERY important to the New World Order that EVERY American submit and OBEY. I
showed you this before in the article Hey Voters......... Have You Figured It Out Yet?
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbye.com/articles-33/hey-voters-have-you-figured-it-out-yet9318

"Let's go back to a very old video where President Bush Sr. is promoting the New World
Order to America. You have all seen this video, but how many of you understood what you
were being told?
Bush says "the rule of law, NOT the law of the jungle". I'll translate that for you.
He is saying "You are dumber than any creature in the forest that knows it's enemies. ANY
creature will either kill it's enemy or it will flee from it's enemy. But YOU? You are going to
obey the LAWS of the very people who intend to destroy you with those laws".
Bush said it nicely and most people didn't understand it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rc7i0wCFf8g
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or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/George-Bush-NewWorld-Ordermp4-107965

Let's continue with the Detroit PD detective. The female reporter asks "how do we prevent
our children from being killed"? The detective says:
1. "number 1, be respectful, be cooperative"
2. "keep your hands visible. You know putting your hands up never hurts"
OK, remember the question? How do we prevent our children from being killed? I don't
disagree that it is always a good idea to be respectful with everyone, not just the police. But
the question was about being killed by an officer. Only an INSANE officer would kill
someone because they were disrespectful. Does the detective think that there are INSANE
people wearing police uniforms? There are INSANE people wearing police uniforms.
Many of them are police chiefs and sheriffs.
Read the article Arizona is "Dog Training" Drivers". I clearly show you how EVERY police
chief and sheriff LIED to EVERY police officer about the OK City bombing. 168 men,
women, and children were MURDERED that day BY the USA government, and NONE of
the police chiefs or sheriffs told the police officers or the American People the truth about
that event.
I showed you in the article Huntington Beach Police Chief Defends Murder of Suspect
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that the INSANE police chiefs and sheriffs and FBI agents STAGED the FAKE Boston
Marathon Bombing. They ALL lied to us. They are supposed to protect US, their
EMPLOYERS, but instead they CREATE FAKE "shootings" and "terror attacks".
Yes, there ARE insane people wearing police uniforms
But let's focus on the Detroit PD detective's comment "keep your hands visible. You know
putting your hands up never hurts".
There is some serious truth in that comment, BUT whose job is it to keep an officer safe?
Should 100% of the population be "dog trained" to behave a certain way, just because 5% of
the population poses a threat to the police?
If a person went out of their way to "put up their hands" after I stopped them, I immediately
considered that I was dealing with a person who had at least one BAD encounter with the
police. Clearly I would not know what that encounter entailed as I was approaching the
driver, but showing me his hands, without my asking him to do it, heightened my concern
that there might be a problem with this person.
My point is this. The INSANE police chiefs and sheriffs are NOW hiring people who have
NO business being cops in the first place and then training them to be THUGS. Those same
INSANE police chiefs and sheriffs are ALSO pushing this "DOG TRAINING" on the public.
OBEY the THUGS in police uniforms or be MURDERED by them. "Comply don't die".
The TV "News" has the job of selling this brainwashing to the viewing audience.
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Continuing with the Detroit PD detective. At the 2:25, he starts talking about "the law".
Good grief.
33 years as a detective and this guy is still clueless or he is a liar.
I have written about "the law" frequently. I showed you some of it already in this article with
Bush talking about "the RULE of law". Read Hey Voters......... Have You Figured It Out
Yet? I show you that ALL "laws" are FAKE. NONE of them are real.
What's REAL is the FORCE that is used against us by ALL local / state / federal
governments. FAKE "laws". REAL FORCE.
What do you think all of this "Dog Training" is about?
It's about FORCING you to "Comply don't die".
Maybe it will help you to see a clip from some mainstream TV show before you understand
the absolute BS that we are ALL being fed constantly, every single day?
BS = Brainwashing Stuff
This TV show is in it's 6th season. For 6 years, people have been watching brainwashing
garbage. How many of them THINK about what they are being told and shown? From
season 1, episode 4.
Arrow 1.04- Part 13 (An Innocent Man 'Court of Law' aired October 31, 2012)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Osck6A5HFN0
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/arrow-104--part-13mp4-108571
At the 1:14 mark, the judge says "our's ISN'T a court of JUSTICE, it's a court of LAW"

Did you get that?

But wait a minute.
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the republic for which
it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."

When will people REALLY understand what is happening?

ALL governments have ONLY 2 tools in their toolbox.
1. Deception
2. FORCE
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Their deceptions are wearing thin. MANY of you are starting to understand what is really
happening. Therefore, they are NOW threatening ALL of us with force. This "Comply don't
die" propaganda TV "News" piece is ALL THREAT.
At the 2:53 mark, we are shown "3 scenarios that could get you in trouble during a traffic
stop", which makes me laugh because the list is much longer.
1. Mouthing off
2. Don't reach for anything WITHOUT "permission"
3. Never get combative with an officer
4. Loud music
5. Open alcohol
6. Smell of drugs
Where have I heard that stuff before? I heard it in the Phoenix, AZ TV "News" report.
From the article Arizona is "Dog Training" Drivers.
Here is their checklist.
1. Turn on your inside lights at night so the officer will feel safe.
2. Roll down both windows (never mind that it's below freezing in the winter or over 100
degrees in the summer) so that the officer will feel safe.
3. Keep both hands on the steering wheel so the officer will feel safe.
4. Don't reach into the glove box so the officer will feel safe.
5. Turn down your radio so the officer will feel safe.
6. Don't make sudden movements, even if you just spilled a steaming hot cup of coffee on
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your lap, because the officer needs to feel safe. Maybe the officer will give you a band-aid
for your burned flesh after he/she feels safe.

Isn't that amazing? The same NONSENSE in the Phoenix TV "news" story is in the Detroit
TV "News" story. It's the SAME BRAINWASHING. That's WHY the TV "News" exists,
everywhere. They are in the business of SELLING the New World Order agenda, while
disguised as "news".
TV "News" = complete and utter garbage.
TV "News" = EDITED script = LIES.

At the 3:57 mark, the female reporter tells us "the MOST important thing for you to know".
"NEVER, EVER GET OUT OF YOUR CAR. Once you get out of your car and you approach
a police officer, YOU ARE IN TROUBLE".
Ha ha ha................... Good Grief!!!

At the 04:14 mark, Detroit PD Officer Coleman says "you can NOT approach an officer on
a traffic stop, especially when he has you stopped. You need to stay in the vehicle,
COMPLY and wait for the officer to get to the vehicle. If you step out of the vehicle, you may
make the situation very unsafe mainly for yourself and the officer".
The female reporter then says "even if I'm trying to bring my driver's license to you, if I
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continue to come toward you, what will happen? Will I be arrested, sometimes I might
even end up shot".
Detroit PD Officer Coleman says "that can cost your life. Officer doesn't know your
situation. He didn't ask you to come out of the vehicle. He didn't ask you to come bring
anything to him. When you have a traffic stop, you need to wait patiently in the vehicle. You
wait patiently in the vehicle for him to come to you and then he'll give you the COMMANDS
what to do.

Brainwashing is amazing, isn't it?
What did we learn in that last 1 1/2 minutes?
YOU are the slave. YOU are NOT the BOSS. YOU are NOT the EMPLOYER.
YOU are being instructed on how to SUBMIT to the New World Order SOLDIERS who are
wearing police uniforms to deceive you.
I was an Arizona Highway Patrolman from January 1977 to December 1998.
The police were better qualified and better trained in my day. Think about that. Things
should be better now. When I first started, I had no portable radio or cell phone or computer
or taser or dash camera or firearm that held more than 6 rounds and was quick to reload
and STILL the cops back then did a FAR BETTER job than they do today.
90% of GOOD police work is accomplished by THINKING WELL.
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Today's cops are dumbed down and they can't think or they won't think. FORCE is all they
know. FORCE "solves" every problem. Send as many cops as possible to a situation that
used to be successfully / peacefully handled by 2 or 3 cops.
I do NOT trust ANY of the police and I have shown you why in many articles.
How did Hitler (an INSANE man) turn intelligent people into Nazis?
The same way that INSANE police chiefs and sheriffs are turning POTENTIALLY good
police recruits into THUGS wearing police uniforms. They really are New World Order
SOLDIERS.
Look around you. EXTREMELY brainwashed cops dressed in COMBAT gear and carrying
military ASSAULT rifles and driving military COMBAT vehicles are everywhere in America
now and NOTHING GOOD has been accomplished. They have DONE NOTHING to make
society better. That can ONLY happen if the INSANE police chiefs and sheriffs INTENDED
things to be worse. I have nothing but contempt for EVERY police chief and sheriff and my
opinion of the street cops is nearing that same level of contempt.
The police are HIDING behind the VERY thin shield of respectability, which THEY,
THEMSELVES, DID NOT EARN. Today's police are riding the coattails of the GOOD men
and women who wore the badge long ago. They are getting UNEARNED praise by the New
World Order controllers. It's FAKE advertising intended to deceive the masses.
The police are NOT the same today as they were before the OK City Bombing. Things
started changing while I was still a cop, but I didn't understand what was happening
because I was still BRAINWASHED by a lifetime of deceptions from government and FALSE
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preachers and the LYING "news" media and constant brainwashing in movies and TV
shows.
I didn't start to understand the REAL world until after the USA govt attacked America on
September 11, 2001. I was already retired.
The police are NOT the same today. They have been INTENTIONALLY RUINED, just like
when your favorite food was RUINED because the manufacturer changed the ingredients.
Changed ingredients in your favorite food is the same as changed ingredients in the police.
Your favorite food was changed intentionally and so were the police.
I don't blame anyone for being brainwashed, but I have been writing articles for 6 years now,
warning people about what is happening, and to my knowledge, today's cops can't or won't
do anything but DESTROY America. Are ANY of them warning people about what is
REALLY happening? I don't know of any. Are ANY of the cops standing up to their
DIRTBAG police chiefs and sheriffs?
This "Comply don't die" video REALLY made me angry.
"Comply don't die" is a threat to all of us.
I don't like being threatened.
I own guns to protect myself FROM the police.
The police ARE my enemy. Sad, but true.
Still, I understand the times and I will obey God.
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From Desperation is in the Air. Can You Feel It?
Romans 12:18 If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men.
The day is coming when it will NOT be possible, but I won't start what's coming. I'm just
prepared to deal with it when it comes.
I keep telling people to get a gun. Time is running out.
Get a gun and then live in peace, if OUR ENEMY (ALL governments) will allow it.
I'll end this with 2 video clips.
The swindlers in this clip represents ALL LYING governments and their master's (Satan's)
New World Order. This ministry is the "little boy" that is exposing "the naked king".
Hans Christian Andersen (1952) - The King's New Clothes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t80UDdbV3Mk
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/hans-christian-andersen-1952---the-kings-newclothes-scene-110--movieclipmp4-108574

This next clip is about YOU. Are you part of Satan's world system or have you chosen Jesus
Christ? You can't be PART of the world system AND be a TRUE believer in Jesus Christ.
John 15:19 If ye were of the world, the world would love his own: but because ye are
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not of the world, but I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the world hateth you

The Matrix - Red dress scene
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hw88MWoqenQ
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/the-matrix---red-dress-scenemp4108575

As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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